
Price on requestPrice on request

For sale idéal investisseurFor sale idéal investisseur

16 rooms16 rooms

Surface : 260 m²Surface : 260 m²

Surface of the land :Surface of the land : 1965 m²

Year of construction :Year of construction : 1963

Energy class (dpe) : Energy class (dpe) : D

Emission of greenhouse gases (ges) : Emission of greenhouse gases (ges) : E

Document non contractuel
03/05/2024 - Prix T.T.C

Idéal investisseur 65 FirmiIdéal investisseur 65 Firmi

Exclusive BUILDING OF REPORT with a profitability of 10%! This building consists
of 4 apartments of type T3: - T3 on the ground floor of 71.96m² currently rented
€417 HC with a tenant since 2008 - T3 on the 1st floor of 59.65m² currently rented
397€ HC with a tenant since 2017 - T3 on the 1st floor of 59.67m² currently rented
€384 with a tenant since 2017, but who will leave at the end of March 2023 allowing
him to renovate his apartment and increase his undervalued rent thus increasing
the yield of the building - T3 on the ground floor rented €480 HC This investment
also includes several annexes (rare on the market!): - 4 box garages - 4 cellars - 4
plots of land (a real plus since the covid!) - 4 parking spaces specific to the
building Rare equipment for apartments giving you a real advantage to retain your
tenants, increase future rents and differentiate yourself on the market! In addition,
these annexes are not present in the rental leases, which can be a good lever for
allocating them to housing and reassessing rents. Currently, tenants can park in
the building&#39;s own parking spaces without any special allocations. The + of
this investment: 1) With 3 rented apartments you can generate cash flow
(additional income) allowing you to renovate the 4th and further increase your
profitability 2) This building is composed of annexes (garage, cellar and land) for
each unique apartment on the market 3) Buying an apartment building with rented
accommodation makes it easier to obtain credit 4) In the sector, tenants generally
stay for a long time, which reduces management costs if you choose management
by agency or allows you to free up more time if you manage it yourself For more
information, contact your advisor on 0760579065
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